
 

 

 

Script Polish Checklist 
By Jo Hannah Afton 

 

TITLE:   

  

LOG LINE: 

  
 

 

 

 Excellent Good Fair Needs 

Work 

N/A 

STORY Excellent Good Fair Needs 

Work 

N/A 

The idea is a “high concept.”      
The script effectively manifests a compelling theme 

and adheres to it throughout the story. 
     

Does the story have an original premise?      

Are the characters new or fresh?      
Does the story idea move the story forward?      

Does the story itself have a strong beginning, middle 

and end?  

     

If the story is non-linear, does it make sense?      

Are there problems with the story logic?      

Does the writing make you feel that you are being 

taken on a journey? 

     

Does the story connect with you emotionally?      

Do the characters take actions that move the story 

along? 

     

Does this script genuinely make you want to keep 

reading? 

     

Is the story “about something” that might spark 

discussion among friends? 

     

Is there something special about it? Is there an 

indescribable “something” that elevates this script 

above the ordinary? 

     

CHARACTER Excellent Good Fair Needs 

Work 

N/A 

The protagonist clearly manifests both internal and 

external goals. 

     

The protagonist has consistent opposition to his/her 

goals. 

     

The protagonist is sympathetic and/or engages our 

emotional investment.  

     

The protagonist clearly changes / has an arc.      

The supporting characters are unique and add value to 

the story. 

     

All of the characters are authentic to their 

backgrounds. 

     

The script has an effective antagonistic force, direct or 

indirect. 

     

Do you want to know what happens to the characters?      



 

 

 

 Excellent Good Fair Needs 

Work 

N/A 

Are the actions in keeping with the character’s main 

traits or do they happen “conveniently”? 

     

The story avoids stereotypes and clichés.      

DIALOGUE Excellent Good Fair Needs 

Work 

N/A 

Does the script have vivid characters who each speak 

in their own voice? 

     

Do the dialogue and tone seem consistent from scene 

to scene? 

     

Does the way the people speak fit the tone and setting 

of the story? 

     

Is the dialogue natural and make use of multiple 

dialogue structures? 

     

Does the dialogue contain good subtext?      

Is the dialogue funny?      

Is the dialogue colorful and interesting?      

Does the dialogue contain too much exposition or “on 

the nose” lines? 

     

The protagonist or antagonist have one memorable 

monologue with quotable thoughts and lines. 

     

Does the dialogue move the story forward or express 

character? 

     

STRUCTURE: Excellent Good Fair Needs 

Work 

N/A 

MMM: All mini movies hit the mark. Yes/no. 

MM1: 

MM2: 

MM3: 

MM4: 

MM5: 

MM6: 

MM7: 

MM8: 

     

There is an engaging plot point or reversal at the end 

of every Mini Movie. 

MM1: 

MM2: 

MM3: 

MM4: 

MM5: 

MM6: 

MM7: 

MM8: 

     

The Antagonist (if a person) has their own MM 

structure and goal. 

     

The opening image or scene gets our immediate 

attention. 

     

The opening page sets the tone of the story and orients 

us to the setting and characters to follow. 

     

There is at least one interest technique on every page, 

preferably more. 

     

Plots and subplots work together.      

The story has well-designed reversals.      

Transitions are effective and appropriate to the story.      



 

 

 

 Excellent Good Fair Needs 

Work 

N/A 

Every scene has relevance.      

The genre is consistent throughout the script.        

The story includes an effective dramatic climax / 

payoff.  

     

The setup is resolved effectively.      

A catalytic situation drives the plot.      

Dramatic conflict and tension build across scenes, 

throughout the plot and rise to meet the climax – there 

is “rising action.” 

     

The ending is emotionally satisfying.      

The ending may cause viewers to talk about it 

afterwards. 

     

MECHANICS Excellent Good Fair Needs 

Work 

N/A 

Action lines are short, vivid, immediate and read 

“vertically” down the page instead of across the page. 
     

Scenes are optimal length (arrive late, leave early).      
Spelling, grammar, and proofreading.      
Page count for genre.         
Proper screenplay formatting.      
Description and dialogue is used well to create 

suspense, tension, drama, comedy and conflict in 

every scene. 

     

The script voice is clear and distinct.      

 MARKET VALUE Excellent Good Fair Needs 

Work 

N/A 

The TITLE is highly marketable.       

The logline is clear, and tells the story in one line.       

The genre is clear and obvious from both the title, 

logline.   

     

It feels original.        

The story has a clearly defined target audience.       

The story has mass audience (universal) appeal.      

The project has International appeal.      

The story includes a conceptual “hook” that could 

potentially be used to effectively market the film.  

     

The visual arena of the script is stimulating.      

The lead character is castable / has star appeal.      

The script has lots of “trailer moments.”      

The script passes Bechdel Test      

Appeal to the female market 18 – 25       

Appeal to the female market 25 – 50       

Appeal to the female market 50+      

The script has compelling and three dimensional 

female characters. 

     

The script has non-white characters in speaking roles 

that are realistic, compelling and multi-dimensional 

     

The script appeals to a wide age demographic      

The script’s budget is low enough for smaller 

production companies to consider. 

     

 


